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1 Introduction
This paper is about the Internet’s future, but we begin
with its past. The history of network routing began as
a topological problem: how does one find the shortest
paths in a graph ([11])? However, with the advent of
domain-based Internet routing, policy became an impor-
tant consideration. In fact, policy concerns were embed-
ded in the 1989 requirements document (RFC 1126) that
set the groundwork for the first version of BGP:

Those resources used by (and available for)
routing are to be allowed autonomous con-
trol by those administrative entities which own
or operate them. Specifically, each controlling
administration should be allowed to establish
and maintain policies regarding the use of a
given routing resource. [22]

Embodying this principle, BGP allows each domain to
unilaterally decide which routes it accepts and exports
based on the full AS-level path.

Provider control is not limited to the control plane;
providers have imposed usage limits and blocked certain
types of traffic that they believe would be injurious to
their or other networks.

Moreover, ASes are not the only stakeholders in the
Internet. There have been many calls for granting sources
some control over their packets’ paths (see, for example,
[6, 12, 15, 18, 20, 30, 38, 39]). The reasons vary from
performance (letting sources find the best quality paths)
to preference (letting sources avoid providers they don’t
trust) to price (letting sources find the cheapest paths).

For exactly the same reasons, receivers too have an
interest in controlling the path of their incoming packets.
Receivers also care who is sending them packets and may
wish to allow only a subset of incoming flows (e.g., when
under attack, accept packets only from customers).

While each of these policy considerations seems natu-
ral, it isn’t clear how to balance the concerns of the var-
ious stakeholders. Take, for instance, the case of a user
trying to send email from her hotel room. The user would
like her packets to reach her company’s mail server via
a reliable and high-bandwidth path. The hotel would like
her packets to take the least costly path. The first-hop
provider cares that the packets are coming from a paying
customer but wants to block all transiting SMTP traffic
because they fear that it might be spam. The receiving
mail server only wants to receive outgoing SMTP traffic

from company employees. Moreover, it wants all of this
traffic to pass through a third-party virus-scanner service
to which it has subscribed. All of these are valid policy
goals, as they concern the use of the stakeholder’s re-
source or the fate of their own communication, but it is
not clear which of these policy considerations, when they
are in conflict, should prevail.

All of the preceding background leads us to the ques-
tion this paper tries to address: what policy framework
should we adopt in a future Internet architecture? This
question is one of both policy and mechanism: what pol-
icy considerations should the architecture support, and
can we build a mechanism to support those considera-
tions?

1.1 The nature of policy

Judging by the bevy of architectural proposals that sup-
port policy-oriented features such as interdomain poli-
cies, source selection of routes, and interposition of mid-
dleboxes by endpoints, there appears to be consensus that
the various stakeholders have the right to exert some con-
trol over their flows, and that these considerations should
be reflected in a future Internet architecture. Table 1 lists
many, but by no means all, of these proposals. As the ta-
ble makes clear, while the union of policy considerations
is large, the intersection is small: each proposal generally
supports only a particular subset of stakeholder control.

As a community striving to design the future Internet,
we have two choices:
• Choose one subset of policy considerations and bet

that it will be sufficient to meet all policy needs for
the foreseeable future.

• Choose to support all reasonable policy considera-
tions, allowing the Internet’s policies to evolve as its
usage and organizational structure change.

The first choice, while certainly expedient, seems risky
given how unpredictable the Internet has been so far, both
in terms of the nature of traffic and the organizational
structure of its stakeholders.1 In fact, we (as a commu-
nity) have a terrible record in predicting the future of the
Internet, and opting for this choice is a gamble that we
will finally get it right this time.

Thus, on policy grounds, the second choice is more de-
sirable. However, it poses two challenges: can we iden-
tify what constitutes reasonable policy considerations,

1Recall that the modern ISP-oriented Internet arose in the last fif-
teen years and is not at all what the Internet pioneers envisioned.
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network-
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Capabilities, filters [7, 23, 36, 37, 40] x ∗ MB = middlebox
Visas [13] x
Platypus [32] x x
Pathlets [15] x x x
LSRR, Wiser [4, 24] x
MIRO [35] x
Src routing [18, 20, 38, 39] x
Byzantine routing [6, 26, 29, 30] x
NUTSS [17] x
DOA, i3 [33, 34] x
DONA [21] x

Table 1—Policy functions provided by many, but not all, network-layer proposals. Many of these proposals cannot be implemented
together. The framework in the text is intended to be flexible enough to capture all of these legitimate policy interests.

and can we build a mechanism to support all such poli-
cies? In response to the first challenge, we offer the fol-
lowing principle for reasonable policies:

Policy Principle: A communication should be allowed
if, and only if, all participants approve. By participants,
we mean the sender, the receiver, the carriers, and any
other intermediaries.

This principle posits that non-participants should have
no say in whether a communication occurs. This doesn’t
mean that governments and other third-parties have no
say about the nature of communications, only that the In-
ternet architecture itself does not enforce such third-party
concerns. These third-party concerns must be addressed
by other means, such as the legal system.

Note that this principle gives every participant veto
power. This may be overkill (for instance, as in [38], one
might think that receivers should only be able to con-
trol the path of packets once they have left the Internet’s
core), but we conjecture (based on our inability to find
one) that there is no intermediate position or weakening
of this policy principle that supports the desires of all
stakeholders. Moreover, just because the Internet archi-
tecture allows such control does not mean it will be ex-
ercised, as economic and social pressures strongly con-
strain which policies are enacted. For instance, BGP al-
lows ISPs to pick routes based on the entire AS path, but
they rarely exercise more than first-hop preferences.

This brings us to the second challenge: can we build a
mechanism that supports such a general set of policies?
The goal of the rest of this paper is to convince the reader
that the answer to this question is not an obvious “no”.
To support our case, the sections ahead outline one such
mechanism, discuss its feasibility, and consider its use.
While certainly not perfect, this mechanism (which we
call ICING—Incorporating Consent in the Internet’s Next
Generation) should at least provide hope that supporting
the general policy principle is not a lost cause.

But before outlining ICING, we first ask: what does it
mean for a mechanism to support a policy?

1.2 The nature of mechanism

When we say that a mechanism supports a policy, we
mean that it enforces the set of policy choices agreed
to by the participants; that is, if the participants all ap-
prove then the communication should proceed, and if
one or more participants don’t approve then the commu-
nication should not happen. However, there are further
mechanism requirements. We now state several mecha-
nism principles that should guide the design of any future
Internet (and that guided our design of ICING).

Mechanism Principles:
1. The mechanism should ensure that approved commu-

nications occur as described. This means that if a
communication is described as following a particular
path and approved as such, the mechanism should en-
force that the communication in fact follows that path.

2. The mechanism should ensure that unapproved com-
munications cannot be initiated. This means that if
one or more of the participants do not approve the
communication, then no packets enter the network.
That is, the communication is blocked at the source,
before the packets consume network resources.

3. The mechanism should not rely on any central trusted
authority. No long-lived, global architecture can as-
sume the existence of a permanent, single source of
authority.

4. The mechanism should impose fixed and feasible re-
quirements on the data plane. Clearly the mechanism
must be feasible, but it should also give router vendors
a fixed target to implement, avoiding the explosion of
options and features that force continual respinning of
router ASICs.

5. The mechanism should implement subsets of policy ef-
ficiently. This means that if only a subset of the partic-
ipants wishes to exert their control over communica-
tions, then the mechanism should be able to simplify
the control plane. In short, the mechanism should not
make the Internet pay for unused generality, at least
not on the control plane.
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6. The mechanism should work even in the face of mali-
cious participants. Enforcing policy is not difficult if
all participants cooperate. A hard problem is how to
enforce policies in a non-cooperative environment.

2 Description of ICING

We describe ICING at a high level and then fill in some
details. Unfortunately, we do not have space to give a full
description or address many natural questions. However,
our technical report [28] supplies a number of the details.

2.1 Overview of ICING

ICING divides the network into realms. Realms are de-
fined by trust boundaries; no two realms need trust each
other. ICING does not change the basic topology and
peering model: today’s ASes map naturally to realms.
However, the granularity of a realm is variable. For ex-
ample, a host could be its own realm, and for deploying
ICING, it may be useful to regard the current Internet as
one realm.

To communicate with a destination, the sender identi-
fies a sequence of realms—a path—between it and the
destination. Before sending a packet along a path, a
sender needs consent from each realm. (We take each
endpoint to be its own realm; an alternative is described
in [28].) To get a realm’s consent, a sender communi-
cates with a general-purpose server separate from the
realm’s forwarding hardware (a decomposition inspired
by [8, 9, 16]). The sender proposes the path. In mak-
ing its decision, the server can incorporate arbitrary fac-
tors besides the proposed path (billing relationships [32],
authentication, etc.). Upon consent, the server issues a
proof-of-consent (PoC) that authenticates the path.

A packet contains its path and cryptographic values
that allow the forwarders to validate the path.

The forwarders in a realm share two keys: a symmetric
key (the PoC key) and a public/private key pair (the realm
key). The PoC key allows the entity that makes policy
decisions on behalf of a realm to indirectly communicate
those decisions to the realm’s forwarders: the PoC is a
MAC of the path, using the PoC key. Because packets
contain cryptographic values bound to PoCs, a forwarder
can verify that its realm issued consent. Any machine
that knows the PoC key can issue consent; it need not be
located in the realm and can be a delegate of the realm. A
realm’s name is its public realm key (as in [3, 27]); such
self-certifying names [25] do not require a PKI.

Challenges. A salient challenge is how a realm earlier
in the path can use its public realm key to prove to later
realms that it processed a packet, thereby allowing those
realms to verify that the packet followed its path. The
natural solution, signing packets, would be prohibitive.
Below, we describe how ICING meets this challenge. Of
course, there are many other challenges and questions

that we do not have space to describe, including how a
core realm can avoid issuing consent for every flow that
it carries, how PoC retrieval works, how to avoid denial-
of-PoC attacks [5], and how the sender learns of paths to
propose in the first place. We describe how ICING solves
these problems in [28].

2.2 Details

Our last mechanism principle requires that ICING enforce
policy in a non-cooperative environment. To ensure that
ICING is robust in scenarios of varying hostility, we re-
quire it to work under a strongly adversarial model of
“non-cooperative”, given immediately below.

Threat model. We assume that some realms (end-
hosts and providers) are controlled by attackers. Such
malicious realms can deviate arbitrarily from our proto-
cols, including sending arbitrary packets or flooding the
links they have direct access to. We make no assumptions
on how malicious realms are implemented (they may di-
rectly connect to one another and be controlled by a sin-
gle attacker). Realms that obey the protocol we term hon-
est. The protocols that we describe below concern the be-
havior of honest realms, in particular determining when
they have carried or should carry a packet.

Protocol. We give a simplified description of the pro-
tocol here. This version, unlike the protocol described
in [28], treats each realm as a single forwarder.

To uphold the policy principle and the first two mecha-
nism principles, ICING must ensure that a packet transits
an honest realm R only under the following conditions:
1. [Path Validity] The path P in the packet’s header was

previously approved by R; and
2. [Provenance Verification] The packet verifiably tran-

sited all honest realms before R in P and arrived from
the realm just prior to R.

The two conditions do not explicitly constrain a packet’s
trajectory after R. But taken together, they imply:
3. [Path Adherence] A packet forking off its valid path P

by skipping an honest realm Rskip cannot traverse any
honest realm that succeeds Rskip in P. (For example,
a packet cannot skip a required deep packet inspector
and appear valid.)

The third and fourth mechanism principles induce fur-
ther requirements. The solution must not rely on a PKI,
prior coordination among realms, or per-packet public
key cryptography (which would induce an unacceptable
performance penalty). The solution must be amenable
to high-speed implementation, such as in forwarding
hardware. We believe that the combination of the threat
model and all of these requirements is a new technical
problem. (For example, [6, 14, 26, 29, 30] assume cen-
tral coordination, don’t enforce Path Validity, or aren’t
amenable to high-speed hardware implementation.)
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(1) len

idx counter

vers path

path

realm (R0) [20 bytes]

...

[12 bytes]
Van

pkt lenproto payload

Va1
[12 bytes] [4 bytes]

[4 bytes]

Vb1

Vbn

[20 bytes]realm (Rn)

...

auth
vector

path

Figure 1—ICING packet format (to follow a 14-byte Ethernet
header). The overhead of 36 bytes/realm may seem high, but
we explain in §3 why we think that it is not outrageous.

Our high-level approach is: (1) name realms by pub-
lic keys, Ri, that fit in packets, and (2) share symmet-
ric keys between each pair of realms, deriving the keys
from their names. Briefly, our realm names are points on
NIST’s B-163 [2] binary-field elliptic curve group, which
we reduce to 160 bits by requiring the top three bits to
equal a hash of the lower 160. We use non-interactive
Diffie-Hellman key exchange to give each pair of realms
〈Ri, Rj〉 a symmetric key, ki,j, that either realm can de-
rive from the other’s name and its own private key. This
provides roughly 80-bit security, comparable to that of
1,024-bit RSA keys [2]. Figures 1 and 2 depict the packet
format and proposed protocol constructs.

Packet sending and forwarding follow the pseudocode
in Figures 3 and 4. The source is assumed to have one
PoC per realm in P (PoC retrieval happens via the not-
discussed control plane). When a realm, Ri, receives a
packet, it performs two steps. First, it checks that the
packet took the correct path: it verifies that the ith en-
try in the auth vector is equal to the XOR of i + 1 terms,
the terms being a packet- and realm-specific authentica-
tor (Ai) and i applications of PRF-96 to the packet con-
tents, one application each under k0,i, . . . , ki−1,i. Second,
it provides proof for the later realms: for each of the re-
maining entries in the auth vector, it applies PRF-96 to
the packet contents (using key ki,j for the jth entry) and
XORs the result into the given entry. The first time Ri en-
counters Rj, its forwarder must use slow path processing
to derive ki,j. The cost of deriving a ki,j is a few msec in
our experiments [28].

The full design [28] addresses PoC expiration, key
management and revocation, and network failure.

3 Feasibility
We briefly discuss ICING’s feasibility here, concentrating
on two aspects: forwarding speed and packet size. There

P 〈R0, R1, R2, . . . , Rn−1, Rn〉. A packet’s path.
M {vers, cntr, proto, pkt-len, data}. Its end-to-end

contents.
Ri A public key which is also the realm name.
xi The private key of realm Ri.
si The symmetric PoC key used by Ri’s forwarders

to verify packets.
ki,j Symmetric key shared by Ri, Rj, derived through

non-interactive Diffie-Hellman key exchange.
pocP,i PMAC(si, P). Proof of consent (PoC) to path P

by realm Ri.
V i 〈Vai

1, Vb1, Vai
2, Vb2, . . . , Vai

n, Vbn〉. Auth vector
when pkt leaves Ri; lets downstream realms
verify provenance.

Aj PRF-96
`
pocP,j, 08 || H (P, M)

´
. For notational

convenience, let Va−1
j = Aj

Vai
j PRF-96 (ki,j, i || H (P, M))⊕ Vai−1

j . Proves to Rj

that packet has transited P through Ri. Unused if
i ≥ j.

Vbj Last four bytes of Aj. Guards forwarder slow path
from being invoked spuriously.

Figure 2—Cryptographic values in ICING protocol. PRF-96 is a
keyed pseudo-random function that maps 256-bit quantities to
96-bit quantities; it functions as a MAC. Our implementation of
PRF-96 uses two applications of AES (details omitted). H(·) is
the bottom 248 bits of CHI-256(·), a SHA-3 candidate [19].

are of course many other questions, including the re-
quired state in forwarders (for caching the ki,j), the CPU
overhead for the slow path, etc.

Forwarding speed. Can forwarders execute the
needed cryptographic operations at high speeds, at ac-
ceptable logic cost? Our preliminary investigations are
promising. We have built a prototype using NetFPGA [1]
for the fast path that runs at slightly less than 4 Gbps.
For comparison, on this platform, IP forwarding runs at 4
Gbps and uses 43% less logic area than ICING. We expect
a custom ASIC to be at least 10 times faster, achieving
near-backbone speeds.

Packet size. ICING’s packet overhead is 36 bytes per
realm so potentially hundreds of bytes per packet. To put
this amount in context, we note that our goals in §1–
§2 require some per-realm byte cost. The naive solution,
signing logs in packets with digital signatures, would re-
quire roughly 128 bytes/realm and prohibitive processing
cost; relative to this baseline, ICING’s overhead is a major
improvement. Also, while ICING’s overhead is high for
small packets, most bytes travel in large packets; thus, its
average overhead (or its effect on total bandwidth con-
sumed) tracks closely its overhead for large packets [28].

As further context, we are proposing ICING for the fu-
ture. Thus, our present impression of its header’s cost is
potentially irrelevant, thanks to technology trends.2 In-
deed, under jumbo frames, ICING’s overhead is negligi-
ble. And, hardware trends aside, ICING’s overhead may
be an acceptable price for its properties.

2For example, research in TCP header compression is now obsolete.
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function SENDPACKET(P, pocs, m)
// P = 〈R0, R1, . . . , Rn〉
// pocs =

˘
pocP,i = PMAC(si, P) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n

¯
// m = {proto, pkt-len, [return path + PoCs, ]data}
// to guard against replay attacks, init cntr per-flow
// M = vers||cntr||m

for (i = 1 . . . n) do
Ai = PRF-96

`
pocP,i, 08 || H (P, M)

´
Vai = PRF-96

`
k0,i, 08 || H (P, M)

´
⊕ Ai

Vbi = last 4 bytes of Ai

V0 = 〈Va1, Vb1, Va2, Vb2, . . . , Van, Vbn〉
path-idx = 1
pkt = vers||path-len||path-idx||cntr||P||V0||m
transmit pkt to R1 // may need intrarealm forwarding
cntr++

Figure 3—Pseudocode for packet construction. S = R0 con-
structs a packet to send payload m along path P. If the packet is
the first in a flow, m may include a return path and PoCs. Note:
P is 0-indexed while V0 is 1-indexed.

4 Examples
ICING, being designed for generality, can capture many
policies that other architectures provide (see Table 1) as
well as some new ones, including the following.

Sink routing. The literature on source routing is vast,
yet almost no proposals (an exception being NIRA [38])
give receivers analogous control, even though they have
the same interests as senders (as noted in §1). Thus, we
propose sink routing, in which the destination chooses,
or approves of, the entire interdomain path. ICING’s
mechanisms naturally enable sink routing.

Off-path middleboxes. Under ICING, an end-host can
direct traffic headed to it through off-path middleboxes,
such as deep packet inspectors (DPIs). However, unlike
in previous work (e.g., [33, 34]), the invocation can be
selective and enforced. Thus, a destination domain could
require traffic from unknown sources to go through a
third-party DPI or DDoS mitigator (e.g., [31]) while per-
mitting other traffic to travel directly to it.

Exotic routing policies. ICING allows a participant to
approve a path based on any subset of the path. For ex-
ample, a provider may wish to carry only traffic that has
flowed through, or will flow through, a friendly country.
Participants can also make decisions based on arbitrary
factors, such as whether another entity on the path is a
customer and has paid its bill in the last month, whether
this customer is allowed to pass through during this time
of day, or whether resources are available.

5 Summary and discussion
The original designers of BGP captured the policy con-
siderations that were relevant in their day. But we live
in different times, with different policy issues and dif-
ferent technology. Given this evolution of requirements

function RECEIVE(pkt)
// pkt = vers||path-len||path-idx||cntr||P||V i−1||m
// M = vers||cntr||m

pocP,i = PMAC(si, P)

Ai = PRF-96
`
pocP,i, 08 || H (P, M)

´
// extract components in V i−1 that we need to verify

let 〈Vai−1
i , Vbi〉 = the ith entry in V i−1

// following line protects slow path from spurious calls
check that Vbi equals last 4 bytes of Ai: if not, drop

// following line may require slow path invocation
compute k0,i, k1,i, . . . , ki−1,i

// simulate what earlier forwarders should have done to
// the ith component of the authorization vector

W = Ai

for 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 do
W = PRF-96 (kj,i, j || H (P, M))⊕W

check that W = Vai−1
i : if not, drop

// following line may require slow path invocation
compute ki,i+1, . . . , ki,n

// construct V i

V i = V i−1

for i + 1 ≤ j ≤ n do
Vai

j = PRF-96 (ki,j, i || H (P, M))⊕ Vai−1
j

increment pkt.path-idx to i + 1
transmit pkt to Ri+1 // may need intrarealm fwding

Figure 4—Pseudocode for packet forwarding. Ri validates pkt,
transforms V i−1 to V i, and forwards pkt to the next realm. Note:
P is 0-indexed while V i−1, V i are 1-indexed.

and capabilities, we have sought the most general policy
framework we thought reasonable and asked whether it
could be implemented. To guide this inquiry, we articu-
lated a policy principle and a set of mechanism princi-
ples, which led us to a design that, according to our back
of the envelope estimates, is not completely infeasible.

For all but one of our principles, we showed (some-
times implicitly) how the design follows from or (mostly)
upholds the principle. The one that we did not have space
to address (because addressing it relies on delegation
and an understanding of ICING’s control plane, two sub-
jects outside our scope) is the fifth mechanism principle,
namely that the participants should not have to use the
general form of the mechanism if they don’t need its full
expressive power. However, the full design of ICING [28]
does uphold this principle. In short, under ICING, realms
can sub-divide themselves into logical sub-realms, and
then delegate control over these sub-realms to specified
participants or to the public. Realms can thus disinterme-
diate themselves and avoid approving every flow.

Of course, the opposite is possible too: ICING gives
any stakeholder along the path the power to veto that
communication, so it is possible that this power will lead
to an Internet dystopia with no connectivity and no paths
available. However, connectivity is a powerful driver, so
not only does this pessimistic outcome seem unlikely
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to us, but the policies that ICING makes possible seem
fairer: ICING empowers senders and receivers, middle-
boxes and providers, organizations and ISPs. We cannot
predict the future, in terms of where the ultimate power
will live, but at the very least ICING provides a neutral
foundation on which this tussle [10] could play out.
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